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ABSTRACT
Acute kidney injury is a common finding in the critically ill patient. It carries a mortality of up to 60.3%. This review covers
the definition, early detection and management of acute kidney injury. The review explores current controversies in the
prescribing of renal replacement therapy and focuses on the prevention and management of contrast induced nephropathy.
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Defining renal dysfunction
The syndrome of acute renal failure (ARF) is frequently
encountered in hospitalised patients with an estimated prevalence
ranging from 1.5% to 24%. A recent large multicentre, multinational
study cites the prevalence of ARF in the critically ill as 5.7%,1

of which two-thirds of these patients will need renal replacement
therapy (RRT). Disturbingly, the overall hospital mortality rate
of all ICU patients with ARF was 60.3%.1 Much debate has raged
over the definition of ARF. Renal injury is not a discrete entity
but is a continuum from subclinical dysfunction to complete
renal failure. The term Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) has been
adopted by the Critical Care community to reflect this broad
clinical spectrum.2

Wide variations in the definition of AKI make it hard to compare
results between studies and populations, making the interpretation
of data from clinical trials very difficult. In 2002, the Acute Dialysis
Quality Initiative (ADQI) reported that over thirty five definitions
of ARF were used in the literature3 leading to the proposal of the
RIFLE classification in 2004 (Table I).4 RIFLE is the first classification
to use the standardised nomenclature to describe AKI. It describes
acute kidney injury as an abrupt (within 48 hours) reduction in
kidney function and separates renal dysfunction into categories
in terms of the degree of renal insult:

R isk of renal dysfunction
I njury to the kidney
F ailure of kidney function
L oss of kidney function
E nd-stage renal disease

The degree of renal dysfunction, according to the RIFLE criteria,
is determined by the worst value of either urine output or an
assessment of the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). It is much
easier to measure the urine output or the serum creatinine as
a surrogate of the GFR. The RIFLE criteria have been extensively
validated,5-7 with studies showing that they have clinical relevance
for the diagnosis, monitoring of progression, and classification
of the severity of AKI. The RIFLE criteria also have the
ability to predict mortality in both hospitalised patients and the
critically ill.

Subsequently, the RIFLE criteria were modified by the Acute
Kidney Injury Network (AKIN) in 20078 (Table II) when categories
for 'Loss' and 'End-stage kidney disease' were removed from
the staging system. Individuals who receive RRT are considered
to have met the criteria for AKIN stage 3 irrespective of the stage
they are in at the time of RRT. The AKIN classification stipulates
that the changes in creatinine occur within a 48-hour period
and that urinary tract obstruction, or other easily reversible
causes of reduced urinary output, be excluded.

Detecting renal dysfunction
The clinical assessment of renal dysfunction relies on the detection
of changes in surrogate markers of GFR, most frequently through
the measurement of serum urea and creatinine. This may lead
to inaccuracies of the assessment of renal disease since both
creatinine and urea are influenced by many other factors. They
do not reflect dynamic changes, and only exceed normal values
when there is already substantial loss of renal function. The
recent literature centres on the quest to find early markers for

Table I:  RIFLE criteria

GFR criteria Urine output criteria Hospital  mortality rate6

Risk  Serum creatinine x 1.5 < 0.5 ml/kg/hr x 6 hours 20.9%
or

 GFR > 25%

Injury  Serum creatinine x2 < 0.5 ml/kg/hr x 12 hours 45.6%
or

 GFR > 50%

Failure  Serum creatinine x3 < 0.3 ml/kg/hr x 24 hours 56.8%
or or

GFR > 75% Anuria x 12 hours

Outcome categories

Loss Complete loss of renal function for > 4 weeks

End stage renal Need for RRT for ≥ 3 months
disease



process of convective transport, known as solvent
drag.

During dialysis (Figure 1a), the solutes diffuse
across the membrane that separates the blood
from the dialysate. The dialysate flows in the
opposite direction to the blood to maximise solute
removal. Small solutes, such as urea, diffuse readily
and are easily removed whereas larger solutes
(e.g. low molecular weight proteins) are cleared
less effectively.
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acute kidney injury, since early detection may allow preventive
and possible therapeutic measures, thus avoiding further insults
and progression to overt renal failure.

Many biomarkers for AKI have been detected in the urine making
them minimally invasive tests with the potential for patient self-
testing. Unfortunately, urinary detection is uncertain with severe
oliguria and interpretation may be inaccurate in the setting of
diuretic therapy. An important advance has been the detection
of plasma biomarkers for AKI.

Current biomarkers include:
• Neutrophil gelatinose associated lipocalin (NGAL) (urine and

serum)
• Cystatin C (serum)
• Kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1) (urine)
• Interleukin 18 (urine)

The protein, neutrophil gelatinose associated lipocalin (NGAL),
is a marker of tubular cell injury and is expressed in very low
levels in the stomach, lungs, colon and kidney. Serum levels
rise markedly after epithelial damage and the increase is seen
within three hours following ischaemic or nephrotoxic injury.
NGAL is the most sensitive and specific of the biomarkers
currently under investigation.9

Cystatin C is a protein secreted by all nucleated cells and is minimally
influenced by weight, sex, race, age and muscle mass. It mostly
reflects a reduction in glomerular filtration rate rather than acting
as a marker of renal injury. In the critically ill, a 50% increase in
levels of serum cystatin C herald the occurrence of AKI one to two
days before serum creatinine levels began to rise.10

KIM-1 is a protein that is over-expressed in cells of the proximal
renal tubule after ischaemic or nephrotoxic insults. Urinary KIM-
1 is used to distinguish ischaemic AKI (in which the levels are
much higher) from pre-renal disease and chronic renal disease.11

Interleukin-18 is induced in the proximal renal tubule after AKI
and appears to be useful in the differentiation of acute tubular
necrosis from other types of renal disease, as it is not elevated in
chronic kidney disease, urinary tract infection or pre-renal failure.

Renal replacement therapy
Renal replacement therapy (RRT) is a blood purification technique
using the principles of diffusion and ultrafiltration. During RRT
the concentration of the solute in the blood is altered by exposing
the blood to another solution (dialysate) across a semipermeable
membrane (filter).

Dialysis relies on the principle of diffusion, and is responsible
for the removal of solute as a result of random molecular motion.
The amount of solute removed depends upon the concentration
gradient, the molecular weight, the speed of motion of the
molecules, their molecular size, and the resistance of the
membrane.

Haemo- and ultrafiltration require a driving pressure and remove
mostly fluid. Solute is removed along with the fluid by the

Table II: Classification/staging system for acute kidney injury8

*sCr serum creatinine

Figure 1a: Dialysis

Figure 1b: Haemofiltration

Figures 1a and 1b reproduced with kind permission of the New England
Journal of Medicine.13

N Engl J Med2007;357:1316-25. Copyright © 2007 Massachusetts Medical
Society. All rights reserved.

During haemofiltration (and ultrafiltration, Figure 1b) water is
forced across the membrane due to the positive hydrostatic
pressure applied to the blood compartment. Solutes are carried
along with the fluid by convection. Compared to diffusion (as
with dialysis), convection (haemofiltration) removes the larger

Stage Serum creatinine Urine output

1   in sCr* ≥ 26.4 μmol/l,  or < 0.5 ml/kg/hr for > 6 hours
  to ≥ 1.3–2 x from baseline

2   in sCr* to ≥ 2–3 x from baseline < 0.5 ml/kg/hr for > 12 hours

3   to >3x from baseline, or <0.3 ml/kg/hr for > 24 hours,
sCr* of ≥ 354μmol/l with an acute or Anuria x 12 hours
increase of > 44 μmol/l
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solutes at a similar rate to the smaller solutes. Haemodiafiltration
is a combination of dialysis and high volume ultrafiltration.

The purpose of RRT is to mimic the functions and physiology
of the kidney. Regardless of the mode of dialysis, the aim is to
ensure adequate blood purification, whilst avoiding complications.
RRT should be clinically well tolerated, whilst providing a
homeostatic milieu that favours organ recovery.

Anticoagulation is required to prevent clotting in the external
dialysis circuit. Heparin is most commonly used, but this exposes
the patient to systemic anticoagulation and the risk of bleeding.
Other methods of anticoagulation include the use of citrate,
serine protease inhibitors (e.g. nafamostat mesylate), prostacyclin
or heparinoids. A recent single-centre study found that
anticoagulation of the external circuit with citrate was safer,
better tolerated, and as effective as systemic anticoagulation
with a low molecular weight heparin during continuous renal
replacement.14 The study also found that in patients receiving
citrate anticoagulation there was a reduction in mortality and
a faster return to renal recovery. At present, there is no consensus
on anticoagulation and the choice of technique should be based
on individual patient characteristics, ease of monitoring and
local expertise.

Continuous haemodialysis
Continuous renal replacement techniques (CRRT) were developed
in 1977. These are low-efficiency techniques relying mainly on
convection.

The first described form of continuous renal replacement therapy
was continuous arterio-venous haemofiltration (CAVH), shown
in Figure 2. This requires both arterial and venous cannulation.
Arterial blood, driven by patient’s arterial pressure, flows through
the filter where ultrafiltrate is skimmed off and the remaining
blood returned to the patient via the venous cannula. Urea
clearances were low and this technique was subsequently
modified (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Continuous arterio-venous haemofiltration (CAVH)

Figure 3: Continuous arterio-venous haemodiafiltration (CAVHD)

In continuous arterio-venous haemodiafiltration (CAVHD) a
counter current dialysate was added in order to try to improve
clearance (Figure 3). These techniques are seldom used today
for a number of reasons, including the 15–20% morbidity due
to arterial cannulation, and the requirement for a systolic blood
pressure of at least 90 mm Hg to drive the blood flow (which
is often not practical in the critically ill). The development of
double lumen catheters and peristaltic blood pumps has led to
improved methods.

Continuous venovenous haemofiltration – CVVH (Figure 4) and
continuous venovenous haemodiafiltration – CVVHD (Figure 5)
are both low-pressure systems. Since there is no arterial component
to provide a driving pressure through the circuit, roller-pumps
are necessary to create flow.

Figure 4:  Continuous venovenous haemofiltration (CVVH)

Figure 5:  Continuous venovenous haemodiafiltration (CVVHD)

Both CVVH and CVVHD use a double lumen catheter inserted
into a large vein.  CVVHD is similar to CVVH but employs
dialysate in a countercurrent mechanism to increase the clearance
of waste products.

Intermittent dialysis
The principles employed in intermittent haemodialysis (IHD)
are similar to the continuous methods, but the duration of dialysis
is shorter (3–4 hours, every 1–2 days) and the dialysate flows
are much higher to improve efficiency of clearance. The shorter
duration of IHD necessitates large volume removal over short
time periods, which may be poorly tolerated in the critically ill.
 Haemodialysis-associated hypotension is estimated to occur in
approximately 20–30% of treatments and repeated hypotensive
episodes may delay renal recovery. Solute removal is episodic
and although the technique is efficient, there may be inferior
urea and acid-base control than with the continuous techniques.

Sustained low-efficiency daily dialysis
Slow, or sustained, low-efficiency daily dialysis (SLEDD) is a
hybrid technique of intermittent extended haemofiltration that
is applied for about eight hours a day. It was first described in
the early 1990s and has increased in popularity over the past
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five years. As a hybrid technique it has the desirable properties
of both IHD and CRRT namely:
1) Low efficiency solute removal compared to IHD, thus 

minimising disequilibrium
2) Reduced rate of ultrafiltration compared to IHD minimising

haemodynamic disturbances
3) Sustained treatment to maximise delivered dose of dialysis
4) Less heparin requirements than CRRT
5) Usually performed overnight, minimising the interruptions 

to dialysis caused by therapeutic and diagnostic procedures
(e.g. theatre visits, radiological interventions)15

Which modality is best?
The literature has failed to reach a consensus regarding the
superiority of either intermittent or continuous dialysis techniques.
Some studies have suggested that CRRT is superior to intermittent
renal replacement therapy (IRRT) in terms of mortality, renal
recovery and metabolic control, but other studies have failed
to show significant differences in mortality in the ICU.16,17 Since
neither technique offers a superior survival benefit over the
other, the modality used must be selected on an individual basis.
IRRT is preferable if there is an increased bleeding risk (minimal
time required for systemic anticoagulation whilst receiving
dialysis and less damage to platelets from the shorter duration
of exposure to the extracorporeal circuit). CRRT is preferable
in the haemodynamically unstable patient as there is minimal
deviation of blood volume and mean arterial pressure compared
to intermittent techniques. CRRT is also the preferred modality
in patients with cerebral oedema (e.g. in the setting of hepatic
failure) as it reduces osmotic cellular shifts and the surge in
intracranial pressure seen with IHD. Hybrid techniques (e.g.
SLEDD) combine the benefits of both intermittent and continuous
methods and are currently emerging as acceptable methods of
renal replacement.

Who to dialyse?
This varies hugely between different units but a reasonable
guide to the indications for acute haemodialysis is suggested
below (Table III).

How much to dialyse?
In long-term dialysis patients, the delivered dose of RRT has an
important impact on long-term morbidity and mortality.19 The
dose of RRT may also play a role in the outcome in patients
with AKI. A greater dose of dialysis improves correction of
metabolic disturbances, but may also result in more frequent
episodes of hypotension. Hypotension could delay renal recovery
by exacerbating ischaemia-reperfusion damage, particularly in
the renal tubules.20 A study performed by Schiffl et al in 2002
in the critically ill population showed a 28% mortality with daily
dialysis compared to a 46% mortality in alternate day dialysis.21

Surprisingly, daily dialysis was associated with less hypotension
and a shorter time to renal recovery than continuous techniques.
Higher ultrafiltration rates (35 ml/kg/h instead of 25 ml/kg/h)
have been associated with a higher survival rate.22 These studies

Table III: Indications for acute haemodialysis

Uraemia Fluid overload Electrolytes/acid Intoxications with Non-renal causes 
base dialysable toxin

Azotaemia Volume removal K+ > 6.5 mmol/l or Ethanol, methanol For drug/nutrition
rapidly rising administration

Neuropathy, Pulmonary oedema Na+ < 110/>160 Barbiturates Hyperthermia
myopathy mmol/l > 40°C

Encephalopathy Oliguria < 200 Metabolic acidosis Theophylline ? eliminate
ml/12h pH < 7.0 inflammatory septic

mediators

Pericarditis Anuria < 50 ml/12 h Salicylates

are subject to interpretation however, as they were all single-
centre studies.

In July 2008, a multicentre, randomised prospective controlled
trial revealed no difference in mortality or improvement in
recovery of renal function between intensive (dialysis six days
a week) or less-intensive therapy (dialysis three days a week).23

Hypotension, hypophosphataemia and hypokalaemia were
observed more frequently in the intensive-therapy group. The
inter-trial variations may, in part, be explained by the differences
in delivered dialysis dose.  In the Schiffl study,21 the alternate
day dialysis group received a dose of dialysis that was probably
inadequate; whereas in the multicentre study, both groups
received similar and adequate doses of dialysis. The implication
of the studies is that it may not matter if the patients receive
daily or alternate day dialysis, as long as the total dose of dialysis
is adequate.24

When to dialyse?
Uraemia exerts profound effects on different biological functions,
so it seems reasonable that earlier initiation of RRT and the
avoidance of severe derangements in metabolic control should
reduce the adverse effects of AKI. There are few well-constructed
randomised controlled trials to support this hypothesis: certainly
no benefit has been demonstrated if “prophylactic” haemofiltration
is used in high risk groups in the absence of renal failure. A
retrospective study showed improved survival with earlier
initiation of RRT in posttraumatic AKI.25 No clear guidance on
the timing of RRT can be made at this time although expert
opinion would recommend early intervention.26

Non-renal indications for RRT
Inflammatory mediators of septic shock (so called “middle
molecules”) have a molecular weight that is compatible with
passage through the membranes used in CRRT. It has been
postulated that removal of these inflammatory cytokines with
haemofiltration may be an adjuvant treatment of sepsis.
Experimental evidence suggests that sepsis mediators can be
removed with RRT but this has yet to translate into outcome
benefit.27 Conversely, a recent study suggests that the early use
of CRRT in the setting of severe sepsis may be harmful.28 In a
cohort of 76 patients, CRRT failed to limit or improve organ
failure, failed to modify plasma cytokine levels and even
prolonged the requirement for organ support. In addition,
patients with severe sepsis receiving CRRT had a trend to higher
mortality at 14 days compared with a control group, leading to
premature discontinuation of the study.

Use of diuretics in acute kidney injury
Oliguria is a bad prognostic sign in patients with acute kidney
injury. Evidence suggests that non-oliguric renal failure has a
better prognosis than oliguric renal failure.29 Attempts to convert
oliguric into non-oliguric renal failure have not been conclusively
found to improve outcome. Although it may be very gratifying
to see urine in the catheter bag, the use of loop diuretics in the
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critically ill patient with AKI does not prevent the progression
from early kidney failure to more advanced stages of AKI and
may even be harmful. From a pathophysiological point of view
there are reasons why loop diuretics may have a beneficial effect
in AKI (improved renal blood flow, reduction in renal oxygen
consumption, prevention of tubular obstruction). This has not
been borne out conclusively in clinical trials. Loop diuretics do
not stave off incipient renal failure, nor do they reduce the need
for renal replacement therapy or promote renal recovery.30-32

Boluses of furosemide may cause hypotension thus compounding
the injury to the kidney and, in addition, may cause distant
organ damage i.e. ototoxicity.31 A recent study by Mehta et al
found that the clinical use of diuretics in patients with AKI was
associated with non-recovery of renal function and an increased
risk of death.33 However, this trial has been criticised due to the
use of propensity score models which may skew data.34 At
present there is discord in the literature suggesting there is
clinical equipoise with regards to the use of loop diuretics and
outcome in AKI.30

Contrast induced nephropathy
Contrast induced nephropathy (CIN) is frequently seen in the
critically ill patient and is the third most common cause of
hospital-acquired acute renal failure in the USA. It is defined as:
• An absolute increase in serum creatinine of > 44 mol/l or
• A relative increase in serum creatinine of 25% from baseline
• With no alternative aetiology
• Within three days after the administration of contrast media35,36

The incidence of CIN depends on the presence of pre-existing
renal dysfunction: occurring in 3.3–8% in patients with no pre-
existing renal impairment, and in 12–26% if there is concurrent
renal disease.37-39 Other risk factors include diabetes, advanced
age, congestive cardiac failure, hypovolaemia, concomitant use
of nephrotoxic drugs and the volume and type of contrast media
administered.

The pathogenesis of CIN is incompletely understood. Iodinated,
high osmolar, ionised contrast media appear to be the culprits.
Contrast media may cause prolonged intra-renal vasoconstriction
and medullary hypoxia or may have a direct cytotoxic action
on the tubular epithelial cells.40 Debate rages in the literature
as to whether or not iso-osmolar contrast media are less
nephrotoxic than hypo-osmolar agents. It is likely that the
osmolality of the contrast media is not the only determinant of
CIN and that viscosity also plays a role.

Less than 5% of patients with CIN go on to require RRT. However,
the need for RRT carries a high mortality risk. The in-hospital
mortality for a patient with CIN has been reported to be between
7.1% and 22%;38-41 if RRT is required, the in-hospital mortality
is 35.7% and by two years the mortality rate rises to 81.2%. It
is difficult to assess the true impact of CIN on mortality, as many
of the mortality data are from retrospective studies. It is not
clear whether CIN is responsible for the high death rate or
whether predisposed patients are sicker, have more comorbidity
and thus are at greater risk of dying.42 Even after adjusting for
comorbid disease, a cohort study of patients with contrast-
induced AKI had a 5.5-fold increased risk of death.37

There have been many attempts to find a preventative therapy
for CIN, most studies having been performed in patients who
are not critically ill. At present it is difficult to make firm
recommendations about prevention and treatment of CIN in the
critically ill.43 In the general population, pre-hydration seems
the most effective. The rationale for periprocedural hydration
is to decrease the activity of the renin–angiotensin system, reduce
vasoconstrictive hormones (e.g. endothelin), increase sodium
diuresis, prevent tubular obstruction and dilute the contrast
medium in the tubule, thereby decreasing nephrotoxic effects.
It is recommended patients be given 1–2 ml/kg/h of normal
saline for the 12 hours prior to contrast administration, and for
6 hours post-administration. Normal saline is superior to 0.45%
saline.44 Oral hydration can also be used but is not as effective
as intravenous therapy.45

N-acetyl cysteine (NAC), a powerful antioxidant and vasodilator,
potentially reduces CIN. NAC is an abundant source of sulfhydryl
groups and acts as a free radical scavenger. Meta-analyses have
shown conflicting results with regards to benefit in the prevention
of CIN.46,47 In the setting of clinical equipoise, whilst caution
should be heeded with using NAC as a universal prophylactic
agent, NAC does have a favourable profile and its toxic effects
are minimal. It is probably best used in those patients at highest
risk of CIN (i.e. those with chronic kidney disease and diabetes).
It may be that the reduction in serum creatinine by NAC is an
artificial effect. NAC may cause active secretion of creatinine by
the renal tubules, thereby lowering the serum levels. If Cystatin
C is used as a biomarker for CIN, there is no drop in the level
of Cystatin C with NAC prophylaxis.48 It may therefore be a false
impression that NAC is protective against CIN.

Sodium bicarbonate potentially alkalinises renal tubular fluid,
which in turn reduces the generation of oxygen free radicals.45

Sodium bicarbonate has been found to be protective in small
prospective trials, but a recent study of 353 patients in 2008
failed to show a difference in the prevention of CIN.49 This trial
has been criticised for using low doses of sodium bicarbonate
in a hyperosmolar mixture. A 2009 meta-analysis of 17 randomised
controls concluded that the administration of sodium-bicarbonate-
based fluids significantly reduces the risk of CIN compared to
NAC, and to other standard prophylactic hydration regimens,
but does not reduce the need for RRT, nor does it decrease the
mortality due to CIN. The meta-analysis found that sodium
bicarbonate rehydration reduces the risk of CIN by 54–83% to
an overall incidence of CIN 8%.50

Many strategies have been evaluated in the prevention of CIN
prophylaxis. A recent meta-analysis by Kelly et al51 shows that:
1. NAC is more protective than hydration alone
2. Theophylline may reduce the risk of development of CIN
3. Furosemide increases the risk for development of CIN

Strategies to prevent CIN have been divided into those showing
possible benefit (prophylactic haemofiltration, theophylline,
prostacyclin as well as sodium bicarbonate and NAC), and those
of doubtful benefit (ascorbic acid, calcium channel blockers,
haemodialysis, statins, dopamine and the selective dopamine-
receptor-1 agonist: fenoldapam).52 The use of diuretics and
mannitol may be harmful.

Current recommendations in the prevention of CIN include the
use of intravenous hydration combined with the use of a low
volume of low or iso-osmolar contrast medium. In high risk
patients non-iodinated agents should be used as the preferred
contrast media. Concurrent nephrotoxics should be avoided and
the use of metformin should be withheld for 48 hours prior to
exposure to contrast until it has been established that CIN has
not occurred.52 The results of trials with erythropoietin and the
antioxidant Mesna (sodium 2-mercaptoethane sulfonate) are
awaited.

Performing an MRI scan instead of a contrasted CT scan does
not necessarily avoid the problem of AKI. Gadolinium is a
paramagnetic metal that is commonly used as a contrast agent
during MRI scans. Although initially believed to be safe, it is
now known to be associated with nephrogenic systemic fibrosis
(a condition with similar features to systemic sclerosis).53

Gadolinium is absolutely contraindicated in patients with chronic
kidney disease.

Why the fuss?
Acute kidney injury is an independent risk factor for both
morbidity and mortality. The in-hospital mortality of patients
with AKI ranges from 30% in patients with drug-induced injury
up to 90% in patients with sepsis and multi-organ failure. Sepsis
is the commonest cause of AKI in the ICU. The APACHE II
scoring system recognises the impact of acute renal dysfunction
on morbidity, awarding twice the number of allocated points
to patients who develop AKI. It is evident that patients die
because of renal failure and RRT does not remove the mortality
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risk. It is essential that steps are taken to offer early maximum
protection to the kidneys in the intensive care unit. The use of
biomarkers to detect early renal dysfunction may prove useful
in this regard.
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